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In this paper we study germs of holomorphic
functions f: (C “+I, 0) + @ with the following two
properties:
(i) the critical set P off is a l-dimensional
isolated complete intersection
singularity
(icis);
(ii) the transversal
singularity
off in points of P - {0} is of type A,
We first compute the homology of the Milnor fibre F off in terms of numbers of special points
in certain deformations.
Next we show that the homotopy
type of the Milnor libre F off is a
bouquet of spheres.
There are two cases:
(a) general case S” v . v S”,
(b) special case S”-’ v s” v
v S”.

AMS (MOS)
non-isolated

Subj. Class.:
singularity

32B30, 32C40, 58C27
Milnor

fibre

1. Introduction
1.1. In this paper we study germs of holomorphic

functions

f: (Cntl,
O)+ @ with

the following two properties:
(i) the critical set _X off is a l-dimensional
icis (isolated complete intersection
singularity),
(ii) the transversal
singularity
off at points of X - (0) is of type A,.
In the paper Isolated Line Singularities
[25] we considered
the case where .X was
smooth and one-dimensional
and showed that the Milnor fibre of an isolated line
singularity
was homotopy
equivalent
to a bouquet
of spheres in the middle
dimension,
just as in the case of isolated singularities.

1.2. This paper is the next step in the program of studying special
isolated singularities.
The main idea is to use special deformations
generic approximation
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wifh

critical

locus

with nice properties:
(a) the induced
be equivalent,

fibrations

above a small circle around

and have therefore

the origin offs and f must

the same fibre.

(b) the singular locus of fc and the local singularity
type of L at points of the
critical locus should be as simple as possible (or at least good enough to use in
our computations

and constructions).

For isolated

singularities

this idea was used

by L6 (cf. [3]) to determine
the homotopy
type of the Milnor fibre. The generic
approximation
was in that case a Morsification,
having only isolated singularities
of Morse type (A,).
In this paper the elementary
local singularities,
(a) for isolated singular points of fS,
type A,, local formula:
(b) for non-isolated

singular

points

off,,

local formulaf,

= w:+.

(b2) type D,,

local formulaf,

= w,w:+

The homotopy

fs,are

fq = wi+ w: +. . . + w’,

type A,,

(bl)

which we allow for

types of the Milnor

. * + w’, (transversal
w:+.

Morse),

. . + w’, (Whitney

or

umbrella).

fibres are:

(a) S” for A,,
(bl) S”-’ for A,,
(b2) S” for D,, cf. [25].
1.3. The thesis of Pellikaan [23] contains the deformation
theory of the occurring
types of non-isolated
singularities.
He also gives a formula, which relates the number
of special points in the approximation
with the dimension
of the quotient of two
ideals: I, the reduced ideal defining Z, and /(f) = (;tflaz,, . . . , df/az,), the Jacobian
ideal:
= “A, +“D,.

dimc(I//(f))

#A, denotes the number
number of D,-points.
This formula

of A,-points

is analogous

in the approximation,

similarly

#D,

the

fibre F we show in Section

2 in

to

dimAQ,+dJ(f)) = #A,
for isolated

singularities.

1.4. Let the singular

locus off,

consist

of the connected

components

E”, -%, . . . , L
In order to compute the homology of the Milnor
a rather general context the formula
HJE,

F) =

6
I

=,I

H,(E’, F')
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where
E = Milnor

ball off,

F = Milnor

fibre off,

(All homology

is taken

E’ = small Milnor
F’ = restriction

with coefficients

tube along Ci;

of nearby

fibre to E ‘.

in Z)

1.5. In the case of CL a l-dimensional
icis and transversal
approximation
f, has the critical components:
E. is a Riemann
I,,

. . . ,2,

type A,,

the generic

surface with holes,

are points with local Milnor

fibre S” (type A,),

and so
(i= 1,...,

a).

Next we study the situation near 2,. In Section 4 a natural projection wO: (E’, F”) +
TZo is defined from the tube onto Z‘,. This projection
is locally trivial outside the
D,-points
on E,. The regular fibre is the Milnor pair of the transversal A,-singularity,
which is homotopy equivalent
to (D”, Sn-‘).
With a Mayer-Vietoris
sequence one can combine the information
about this
fibre bundle and the local Milnor tibre at the D,-points
(which is of homotopy type
S”) and get Theorem 5.7.
Theorem. Let Z be a l-dimensional
icis and f: (@“+I, 0) + (@, 0) a holomorphic
function with singular locus I(f) = 2 and transversal singularity type A, on Z - {0},
then the homology groups of the Milnorjbre
F off are as follows:

Case A: “D,>O:

&(F,Z)=Z

,L(L)+~A,+~“D_-I

(HSk(F,Z)=O,
&F,
Case B: #DDm=O:

kfn;

Z) = @P)+*YA~,

L?_,(F,Z)=Z,
1 L?,(F,Z)=O,

Where CL(I)

kfn-l,n.

is the Milnor number of (I, 0).

From the homology and additional
one can conclude (Theorem 6.2):
Main Theorem.

F off

7

information

Let f be as in Theorem
is a bouquet of spheres:

Case A: #D,>O:

FLS”

v...vS”;

about

the fundamental

5.7 then the homotopy

group of F

type of the Milnorjbre

D. Siersma
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F’~S”~‘vS”v

1.6. For the study of non-isolated

with

critical

locus

. . * v S”.
singularities

in general

we refer to the work of

Lc [14, 161 and Randell [24]. The special case of singularities
with a l-dimensional
critical locus is especially studied by Iomdin [8-111, who gave formulas for the
Euler

characteristic

of the Milnor

fibre; see also [16]. Kato and Matsumota

[13]

proved that in this case the Milnor fibre is (n -2)-connected.
Moreover it follows
from [ 181 that the Milnor fibre is simply connected when n = 2 and f is irreducible.
1.7. As a general reference for singularities
of functions @“+I + @ we mention the
book of Arnol’d-Gusein
Zade-Varchenko
[2]. The study of this paper was influenced
by a remark of Arnol’d [l, pp. 88-891 about series of singularities.
See also the
remark

by Wall [30].

1.8. Part of this work was done, while the author was a guest at the Institut des
Hautes Etudes Scientifiques
(I.H.E.S.) at Bi%-es-sur-Yvette (France). We thank this
institute and its staff members for the support and the good mathematical
atmosphere.

2. The relative homology of a holomorphic map
2.1. Let B, be the closed e-ball in @‘+I and letf:
B, + @ be a homomorphic
with critical values bO, . . . , b, contained
in a closed disc A c @.
We make the following assumption:
f’(t)hdB,

forall

function

SEA.

b,} this means f’ 4 dB, as a stratified set.]
[If tE{bo,...,
We choose:
(i) a system of disjoint closed discs Di around every bi,
(ii) points ti E aD, and t E dA,
(iii) a system of paths yO, . . . , ‘y, from t to t, (in the usual way, see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1.
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We use the following
D=u

r=U

Di,

H,(X,,

X,) Z& H,(X,,,
t-0
trivial

X,=f’(s)nBE

forsEA.

X,).

over the complement

equivalent
to (XDUl., X,.) by the homotopy
So H,(X,,
X,) = H,(X,,,.,
X,.) = H,(X,,
disjoint the homology is a direct sum.
0

of D, (X.,, X,) is homotopy

lifting property.
XDnr,) by excision.

This lemma tells us that the relative homology group
sum of local contributions
around the critical fibres.
2.3. Next we consider

H,(X,,

Since the D, are

X,) is equal

to the

the local situation

(XD,, X,,)+

Let Zi be the critical
real analytic function

55

Yi3

forAcA,

Proof. Since f is locally

f:

locus

notations:

X,=f’(A)nB,

2.2. Lemma.

with critical

(Q,

ti).

locus off
r, defined

ri(z) 2 0,

inside X,, , (i = 0, . . . , a). Suppose we are given a
on a neighborhood
of 2; with the properties

r,(z)=OezEIi.

Let B,(E)={zEB/~,(z)~F}.
2.4. Lemma. (a) There exist e, such that for all 0 < E s &i: X,,, 4 a&(a).
(b) For every O< E s q there exisf a 7i = TV
such that X, hdBI(e)
(t-bijai.
Proof. (a) is an application

of the following

lemma

(cf. Milnor

for all O<

[20] or L6 [15]):

Let X be analytic and let f: X + R be a polynomial
in z and 5 then has flXreg
only a finite number of critical values.
(b) follows from the openness of the transversality
condition.
q
2.5. We fix now E > 0 and r > 0, which satisfy Lemma 2.4 and suppose
the Bi(e) and Di(7) which occur are disjoint and inside B, or A.
We write next:
B; = Bi( E),

Di = D,(T),

E’= BinXo,,

E=X,,

F’ = Bi n X,, ,

F=X,.

that all of

D. Siersma
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Proof.
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X,?) and (E’ u X,,, X,,) are homotopy

Restrict f to X,,\Int(E’).

f satisfies transversality

equivalent

(relative

conditions

on 3B and ?JB,

and f has no critical points in the interior. We conclude by the Ehresmann
theorem that X,,\Int(E’)
is a product of Q and the fibre X,,\Int(E’).
2.7. Corollary.
Proof.

From

Combining

H,(X,,,X,,)=H,(E’UX,,,X,,)~:~(E’,
Lemma

2.6 and excision.

this with Lemma

2.8. Proposition.

H,(E,

X,,).

fibriation
Cl

F’).

Cl

2.2 we find the following

proposition.

F) = 6 H*(E’, F’).
I=0

This states that the relative
around every singular set Zi.

group

H,(E,

F) is the sum of the relative

groups

2.9. Example (isolated singularity).
Let f: C”+’ +C be a germ of a holomorphic
gives
function, with an isolated singularity
at 0 E C”“. The Milnor construction
f: f’(A)nB,=X,+A
satisfying the usual transversality
conditions.
Consider
that the induced fibrations over aA are equivalent,

a Morsification

g off

such

g: g-‘(A)nB,=E+A.
The critical
equation

off

set of g consists
is equivalent

of a finite number

of points

to

f(w)=f(O)+w~+.~.+w~

(Morsepoint).

Take as distance
functions
ri(z) = Iz- b,12. The
singularity
is well known (cf [19] or [ZO]):

Since X, and E can be chosen

local

situation

;;“n’

Hk+,(E*,Fi)=&(Fi)=

&(F) = Zf,(E,

c, , . . . , cw, where the local

contractable

F) = 6 H,(E’,
i=l

we have

F’) =

Z’,
o
3

k= n,
kf

n.

of the quadratic

D. Siersma / Singularities

Let f: @“+I + @ be a function,

2.10. Example.
the extra

with crirical

property

that

singularities.
Denote
Then we have
H,+,(E,

E‘,,

. . ,I,

the Milnor

F)=

3. The singular locus off

so locally

of 2.1 and

we have there

isolated

. .OZ”c,,

FO)OZfi”IO.

H,(E,F)=H,(P,F”)

the assumption

by p,, . . , pu,.

numbers

H,+,(EO,

satisfying

are points,
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locus

ifk#n+l.

is a l-dimensional

icis and the transversal type is A,

3.1. Let ): be a one-dimensional
complete intersection
with isolated singularity
at
function germ with sinOE @,+I. We consider f: (@“+‘, 0) --f (C, 0) a holomorphic
gular locus E(f) = I. This situation is treated (in more generality)
in the thesis of
Pellikaan [23].
On every branch of I(f)
there is for z f 0 a well-defined
transversal
singularity
1 as a reduced algebraic variety.
type. Let g, , . . . , g, define the complete intersection
Let I=(g ,,...,
g,).
Then we have:
S is singular

on EQ~E

I’

[23, 1(1.6)].

In this case we can write f = B,,g,g, with II,; E B,,, and h, = h,C.
On I and I2 acts the subgroup Bz of 9 of local diffeomorphisms
91 = {cpE 9 I cp*cg,
Let ~z(f)

be the tangentspace

>

Define j(S)

= dim,(l/Jf-)

. . gn) c kl

defined

by:

. . . &)I

to the 9,-orbit
the Jacobian

and

ideal ofj

and c(f) = dime ( Z*/T~ (f)),

the Jacobi

number

and the

codimension.
3.2. Proposition
(4

c(f)

Equivalent

are:

< 03,

(b) i(f)

(c)

[23].

< 00,

The transversal type off along 2 - (0) is A, (Morse point).
if c(f) <cc then f is finitely determined inside Z*.

Moreover
3.3.

Let G:

(@“+I X @‘, 0) + (C” X Cp, 0) be a versa1 deformation

G(z, v)=(G,(z,

u), . . . , G,,(z, VI, v)

(See e.g. [19 (6.5)])
For generic v and u the curve ICU,vj defined
Gr(z,v)=u,,
is the Milnor

fibre of

....
0).

G,(z,v)=u,

and
by

G,(z,O)=g,(z).

of (X,0)

with

D. Siersma
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From the theory of isolated complete intersection
singularities
one-dimensional
complex manifold
(i) ~~,,j is a connected

we know that
with boundary.

(ii) Z(U,Uj has the homotopy type of a l-dimensional
CW-complex
equivalent
with a wedge of l-spheres).
(iii) H,(X,,,,)
=ZPcg) where p(g) is the Milnor number of g.
Consider the following deformation
off:

(so homotopy

.6(z) =f~a,h,u,v)(Z)
=aX(hii(Z)+U~+

:

r=0

Let S={(a, b, u, v)la=(aij)
and
locus offs contains at least E‘,,,,
3.4. Proposition
7r of 0 in en+’

[23].

b,z,6,j)(Gi(Z,

v)-Ui)(Gj(Z,

b = (b,)

matrices,
which we further

v)-Uj).

u EC”; 21EC”}.
denote by E\-.

The singular

There exists a dense subset U of S and an open neighborhood

such that for all s E U sujiciently

small,

(i) fs has only AI-singularities in Y”\&
(ii) I:, is a curve without singularities and f, has only A,

and D,

singularities

on

“I/‘nE;,.

(iii) &=“{A,-points

offs on T\E,}+#{D,-points

offs on ‘Vn&}.

3.5.

Letf:
(Cn+‘, 0) + (@, 0) and Q, be an admissible radius for the Milnor fibration,
that is Q> 0 such that for all e with O< E G .sOholds f-‘(O) 4 aB, (as a stratified
set). For each admissible
E > 0 there exists S(E) > 0 such that
f-‘(t)haB,

Wefixnowan~i
f:
where

forallO<t<8(&).
c0 and consider

0 < 6 s 6(s)

and take the representative

X,=f-‘(A)nB,+A

A is the disc of radius

3.6. Lemma.
fr:

6.

Let fs be as above. Consider

the restriction

X.,,=f;‘(A)nB,-,A.

For s E S and 6 > 0 sufjiciently small, we have:

(1) f,‘(t)~aB,forall
(2)

Above the boundary

(3)

X,

tEA.
circles aA, theJibrations

induced by f andf,

are equivalent.

and Xd.s are homeomorphic.

Proof. Let S, be a small ball of radius 77 in the parameter space S. Take n so small
that all AI-points
and D,-points
offs are contained
in B,,,.
(1) Let E* = UstS I’,. In points of I* n aB, the functions fs have type A,. Near
such a point we can change the coordinates
(z, s) of C “+’ x S into (y, s), where
y = y(z, s) depends smoothly on s and moreover f,(y) = y:+. . . + y’, (parametrized

D. Sierrma
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of the Morse

t # 0 the tangent

lemma).

space
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In these coordinates

to fr’(

change

t) contains

opposite

coordinate

@ and

contains

L,, , the image of L under

one sees immediately

the line

find locally
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that

that for

L = {y (y, = 0). We apply
the tangentspace

the

to f;‘(t)

d@, where A(z) = t # 0.

Note that L,, is the tangentspace
to 2, at z if f,(z) = t = 0. Since we can suppose
Z, 4 aB, for small s (& is for s # 0 the Milnor fibre of the complete intersection
1) we find locally L,, 4 dB, for all t E A (S sufficiently small) and z EfJ’( t) n dB,.
At the other points we get fl’( t) 4 aB, from the fact thatf;‘(O)
4 dB, onf;‘(O)\&.
(2) Consider F(x, s) = (A(x, s), s); so F: Cn+’ x S+d: x S. Define
Y d,rl = F-‘(A

x S,) n B, x S,

and the restriction
F 47. . Y&v -Ax&,,
which defines

for every s E S,,

The map Fd,r) is a submersion
F’(dA

on the interior

x S,) n (int B,

x

points

S,)

since df7 has maximal rank above aA.
F’(dA
x S,) n (dB, x S,) is
Also the restriction of F,,, to the boundary
sive since f;‘(t)
rt\ dB, for all t E A and s E S,. Now we can apply a relative
of Ehresmann’s
fibration theorem (which is a special case of Thorn’s second
lemma) and get to fact that all maps fi define equivalent fibrations over dA
(3) From Thorn’s
(SE&).

first isotopy

lemma

it follows

submerversion
isotopy
(s E S,).

that all Xa,s are homeomorphic

0

4. The situation

near the smooth l-dimensional

4.1. From

now on we choose

Proposition

3.4 and Lemma

component ZS

s such that fs: X,,, + A satisfies

the conditions

of

3.6. We omit the suffix s and write again

f: X,+A.
We are now in the situation of Section 2.
The critical set off consists of:
(a) A Riemann
surface 1, which is the Milnor fibre Zs of the l-dimensional
isolated complete intersection
singularity
2: The local singularities
off on
2, are A, or D,.
(b) ZI = {c,}, . . . ,I, = {a}, where the local singularity off is isolated of type A,.
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We normalize
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is well known

we consider

the situation

as follows:

Write
WI(Z) = G,(z, u) - ~1,
{ w,(z) = G,(z, V) - 1.4,.
This defines

a germ

w: (@“-+‘, 0) + (@“, 0)
with w-‘(O) = 2,.
* .+(w,(z)12 then also r,‘(O) = &. We use the notation

Let TJZ) = (w,(z)12+.
Section 2

from

B,={zEBIr,(z)C&}.
4.3. Lemma.

B0 is (real)

difeomorphic

to the product

&,x

Q”, where Q” is a closed

n-ball in C”.

Proof. Since g(-, u) is a submersion
in points of I,, this implies
submersion
near I,, and so Q is regular value of w: B,-+ C”.
At the intersection
points of B, with aB, we have the transversality
&=

that

w is a

property

w-‘(O)C+I~B,.

This follows from
stratified set. So

the fact that

our original

f-‘(O)

was transversal

to aB, as a

JZ = g-‘(O) $ aB,
of JZ this property
and during the deformation
parameters.
So we have that also w: aBo+ @” is
from the Ehresmann
fibration theorem. We remark
a holomorphic
product in a neighborhood
of the

is kept for small values of the
submersive.
The lemma follows
that it is possible to have locally
q
Da-points.

4.4. We next use in B,, coordinates
( wO, w, , . . . , w,) with w0 E &, and (w, , . . . , w,) E
Q”. w, , . . . , w, are holomorphic
functions
on B,; w0 is (real) differentiable.
&, is
definedby
w,=...=w,=O.
We use the distance function
r(w,,, w,, . . . , w,) = (w,(~+.
(E’, F”) as in 2.5. For the study of the local situation
near
choose the F and 7 involved in definition 2.5 a little bit more
We consider the projection
wo: (E’, F”) + Zo.
Let @: Bo+@~;T;o be defined by @(w)=(f(w),
wo).
The critical points of Q, are given by the (2 x 2) minors of
- af

-V

.. .

-V

- a”f

aw, aw,
Ff -3
... -Ff -@'
aw, aw,!
TiQ
aw,
i
aw, ai+,

. -+ lw,12 and define
Z. it is necessary to
carefully.

the matrix:

D. Siersma / Singularities
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defined
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4.5. Lemma.

by the (2

with respect

x

2) minors

is the union

to wO. The next lemma
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of & and the so-called

is similar

to [25, Lemma

The polar variety r can cut & only in the D,-points

Proof. We can write f = Eh,w;w,

$=X$

3.71.

off:

(i, j 2 1). So

wiwj+Eh,,wj,
of the above

x2)-minors

matrix

are as follows:

and their complex conjugates.
We work in the ring En+, of differentiable
germs from Cn+’ to @. We define the following ideals:
m = maximal

It follows

polar

h

k

The (2

with critical

function

ideal,

A = the ideal generated

by the (2

B = the ideal generated

by {w, . Wb11s a, b s n}.

x

2) minors

of the matrix in 4.4,

that
M,,

E t;h,,h;,w,wj + mB.

In a small neighborhood
of a Am-point
It follows that for all 1 s a, b G n

we have that the matrix

(h,)

is invertible.

w,W, E A+mB.
so
BcA+mB.
According

to Nakayama’s
Bc

So the critical

lemma

we have

A.
set of CDis locally

w, . ii& = 0,

given by:

1 =Za, b < n.

It follows that w, = G, = 0, 1 c a < n.
So: in a neighborhood
of a Am-point the singular

locus of @ coincides

with &.

0

62
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4.6. Consider

small disjoint

W=

W,u..‘u

l-balls

W,

and

with critical

locus

W,, . . . , W, in &, around

the D,-points,

let

M=&\W.

So & = M u W. Write

Choose

and Bw = w;‘( W),

B,=B,uBw

where BM = w;‘(M)

E”=EMuEw

whereE,=E”nBMandE,=EonB,,

F”=FIMuFW

where FM = F” n BM and Fw = F” n Bw.

first E” so small that T= Ew.

4.7. Proposition.

For E” suficiently

bundle pair with jibres

equivalent

small is wo: (E,,

FM) + M a locally trivial jibre
- to the jibre pair (E, F) of the isolated, quadratic

singularity
w:+*.

.+w’,.

Proof. We remark first that:
(a) E”=BonXDO
has boundaries
a,E”=aBonXD,
and &E”=BonX,DO
and
corner a12Eo= aB,n XaDo;
(b) F” = B. n X, has boundary
c?F’ = L+Bon X,.
We next consider M as a parameter space for a family of isolated singularities
f(=,: BM(c)+@
(c~ M) where B,(c)=
BM n w;‘(c).
Since the type off,,,
is A,
for CE M, we can use, that for such families of quasi-homogeneous
singularities
there exists a stable radius for the Milnor construction
(cf. [21] or [22]).
We now choose E” so small that the transversality
condition
f;,Jt)

&%,(c)

holds in w. = c for all c E M and for all t E Do.
It follows that
f-‘(t)+aBM(c)

&E”rt\8B,(c)

This implies

forall

forall

CE M, tEDo,

CE M.

that the projection

wo: a2Eo+ x0
Since the kernal

is a submersion

above M.

of wo: Bo+ .Z‘, is {w. = c} and aBo 4 {w. = c} it follows

w,: a,E’+I,
are submersive
above M.
The proposition
follows

and

wo: ~~~~~~~~

now from Ehresmann’s

and

that

wo: rlF”+Io
fibration

theorem.

q

4.8. Remark. We also choose W, B,, Do and E” so small that on each wil( Wi) the
non-isolated
singularity
(of type 0,) f: w;‘( Wi) + @ satisfies the conditions for the
Milnor construction
with respect to the polyball W, x Q” and such that the coordinate
system wo, w,, . . . , w, is holomorphic.
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Fig. 2.

5. The homology

of (E’, F”)

5.1. We choose a point p. E 2,. Consider a system y1 , . . . , yT of non-intersecting
paths from p. to points pE on the boundary
of each W, (see Fig. 2). Let C = IJ-yi
and W = lJ W,. Z. has a deformation
retract A consisting of a wedge of l-spheres.
This wedge can be choosen in such a way that the wedge point is po; An W =0
and AnC={p,}.
Let B=AuC.
In 4.4 we defined the map w,,: E”+ x0. Let Yc E:, we denote EY = wk’( Y) c E”.
Let y E E. we denote E, = w;‘(y) c E”.
5.2. From [5, p. 511 we use the relative
(X; X, , X,) an excisive triad, then
&AX,

Mayer-Vietoris

d*t-11
____*

u X,, A, u 4)

&(X1

\

sequence.

Let (A; A,, AZ) c

n X2, AI n AS)

/j*
&AX,,

A,)@@JX,,

A,)

is exact.
We apply

this for the triples

(F WEB; Fw, FB) = (E wvs; Ew, EB),
and get
d&l1
KJEw,.,

Fw”B)

-

H,(E

WEB,

Fw~B)

is exact
\

H,(&,
We remark
(i) I&(-E,,

/

%)OH,(E,,

FB)

that:
FB) = Zfk(EA, FA) since

B and

are (E,, Fs) and (EA, FA) by the homotopy

A are homotopy

lifting

property

equivalent
and so
of w,: (EM, FM) + M.
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(ii)

H,(E,,F,)=~H,(E,,F,)=
*=1

since on each

(

W, we have a singularity

with critical locus

f’

ic”,,~r~’

of type D,,

2

which has Milnor

fibre S” (cf.

P51).

since at each pi we have a transversal
A, singularity.
F
wuB)
=
Hk(
E”,
F”)
since Wu B is homotopy equivalent to E.
(iv) &(E WuB,
wuB)
and
(E’, F”) by the homotopy lifting pro*rty
(rel. W) and so are (Ewvs,
F
of wo: (E,,

F,,,,)+ M.

5.3. We conclude

now that
d&II

H,(E’, F”) -

h*(E,,,

5,)
is exact

&-&(Ew,,

Fw,)OH,(E,,

FA)

i=l

5.4. We now concentrate
on H,(E,,
FA).
In this case (EA, FA) =
Case 1: The bundle
wo: (E,, FM) + M is trivial.
- - A x (E, F) where (E, F) is the Milnor pair for the transversal A,-singularity.
We find
H,+,(

EA, FA) = Z1l”),

Hk(EA,FA)=O,

K(E,,

FA) = z,

k#n,n+l,

where ~(2) is the Milnor number of E.
Case 2: The bundle wo: (EM, F,,,) + M is non-trivial.
of this bundle
trivial.

to the l-spheres

Consider

of the wedge A. At least one restriction

the restrictions
must be non

We find in this case

Hk(EA,FA)=O,

kfn,n+l.

Both statements can be verified by a computation,
which uses a cell decomposition
of the relative CW-complex
(EA, FA). The same computation
shows that
z = K(&,,,
(which is induced

F,) + K,(EA,
by inclusion)

FA)

is surjective.
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5.5. We substitute
following
Lemma.
5.6.

this

result
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in the Mayer-Vietoris

sequence

and

we find the

lemma.
Hk(Eo,Fo)=Ofork<nandk>n+l.

For the remaining

homology

groups

Mayer-Vietoris
sequence (5.3).
Case 1: wo: (EM, FM) + A4 trivial
O+ Z’@Z@‘“‘+
Case 2:

wo: (E,,

the following

parts

of the

bundle.
H,,(E’,

H ,,+,(E”, F’)+Z’+Z+

FM) + M non-trivial
H,+,(E’,

O+Z’@Z’“‘z’-‘+
Consider

we consider

F’)+O.

bundle.

F’)+Z’+Z,+

H,(E’,

F’)+O.

moreover:

Case A: r > 0. There are Da-points.

The maps Z’ + Z or Z’ + Zz are surjective

since

ffn(E,, F,,)-?+ fL(Epo, F,) * Hn(E,, FA)
It follows

that
H,(F’,

E”) =O,

1 H.+,(F’,

E”) =Z2T~‘@Z~‘-r).

Case B: T = 0. There

are no D,-points.

Case 2: wo: (EM, F,,,) + M non-trivial
H,(F’,

Case 1:

H,+,(F’,

5.7. Theorem.
function

then the homology
Case A: #D,>
fi”(F,

E”) =Z,

H,(F’,

Case 2:

E”) = ZW(‘);

Let ,Z be u 1 -dimensional

with singular

bundle.

H,+,(F’,

icis and f:

(cn+‘,

locus 1 (f) = ,Z and transversal

groups of the Milnorjbre

F off

E’)=Z,,
E”) = Z“(=)-l.

0) + (@, 0) a holomorphic

singularity

type A, on .Z - (0)

are as follows:

0:
Z) =Z2XD~-‘@Z“‘Z’@Z”A~,

fik(F,Z’)=O

fork#n;

Case B: #D,=O:
&(F,

Z) =ZK(=)@ZSAl,

fi,_,(F,Z)=Z,
where ~(2;)

fi,_,(F,Z)=O

= the Milnor number of (.X,0),

mation fl, and #A, = number

fork#n-l,n,
“0,

= number of D,-points

of A, -points of the approximation

fS.

of the approxi-
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Proof. This follows from the preceding computations,
Proposition
2.8 and Example
2.10. The Case B2 does not occur since the next Proposition
5.8 shows:

fr=GT+...+Gi.
Consider

coordinates
B,=&x

near & from section
Q”

4.2. Then

( wO, w, , . . , w,)

with coordinates

and
f,(w)=

w:+.

. .+wt

wE B,.

forall

This shows that we have a product

situation

for fr and hence the bundle.
0

wO: (EO, F”) = (EM, FM) + .X0is trivial.
5.8. Proposition,
Let f has no D,-points
find G,, . . . , G,, such that
f,=c:+.

approximation,

then we can

..+G’,

in a neighborhood
Proof. Letf=
Write now

in the generic

of 0.

2h,,gig,.

According

to [23, I(7.17) and (7.20)] it follows that det h, # 0.

f, = EHj;‘G,G,,
then there is a neighborhood
By elementary
constructions
Gr,.

. .,Gn

from 0 in the (z, s) space such that det H’,” # 0.
about quadratic forms, we can find

with(G

,,...,

G,)=(G,

,...,

G,)

and
A=GT+..*+CZ,.

6. The topology

of the Milnor

In this section
of spheres

fibre

we show that our Milnor

S”v...vS”

if”D,>O

or
S”~‘vS”v-*.vS”

if”D,=O.

fibre is homotopy

equivalent

to a wedge
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6.1. Proposition.
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Let X be a (n -2)-connected

CW-complex

of dimension

n 3 3 with

given homology

H”(X,

Hn-1(X, a

Z) =‘zFL,

fik(X,Z)=O

ifkfn-1,n.

Then we have a homotopy
X :

Proof. For

s”-’

n 23

=z,

equivalence

” S” ” S”

we have

”

. . v S”.

.

that

X is simply

connected.

According

to Hurewicz

theorem
7r,_,(X)

= H,_,(X)

=Z.

We attach a n-cell e, corresponding
We have now
Z-+,(X1)=0

and

to a generator

v~(X’)=~~~(X)=O,

cp of rr,_,(X).

Let X’ = X lJ,

e,.

Ken-2,

especially
H,_,(X’)
Consider

= 0.

the following

Hurewicz

diagram

0

P=z&(X)

I
I

I

-

r,(X)

I

0,

z = H,(X’, x)-

I

H,_,(X)

0=

H,-,(X1)

nr7(X1,
Xl

I

7:

7,

z=

6

r

rn-1(W

-

7r_,(X’)

I

I

y, is an isomorphism
(since y, is surjective),
It follows that H,,(X’) =Z@. This implies
surjective.

=o
so /3, = 0 and (Y,must be an isomorphism.
y2 is an isomorphism,
&=O and cy2 is
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Letnow
Define

Y=S”-‘vS”v...vS”,and

h:

Y+X

and h’:

Y’=D”vS”v~~~~S”where~D”=S”~‘.

Y’+X’

h 1S”-’ = generator

with critical locus

as follows

of rr,_,(X),

h ( S” = lifted generator

of 7~”(X’),

hID=e,
The map h induces
H*(Y)

an isomorphism

= H*(X).

For k > n and k G n - 2 this is trivial,
consider

for k = n - 1 this is by construction.

m,(X)

H,(X)
h
H,,(Y)

/

/

-

r,(Y)

1
z

H,(X’)

1

4

Since X and
Theorem

nn(X’)
h’

T”( Y’)

/

maps are isomorphisms:

h : r,( Y’) + rTT,(X’)

a homotopy

1

1

h’
/

H, ( Y’h
The following

For k = n

by construction,

rTT,(X’) + H,, (X ‘)

by Hurewicz-theorem,

v,( Y’) + H,,( Y’)

by Hurewicz-theorem,

H,,( Y) 9 H,( Y’)

by exactness,

H,,(X)-,

by exactness.

H,(X’)

Y are simply
equivalence

connected

and h,:

by a consequence

H,(Y)‘=

of Whiteheads

H,(X)

it follows

theorem.

that h is

(Cf. [27, p. 406,

7.6.251.)

6.2. Main Theorem. Let 2 be a 1 -dimensional icis andf: (@“+I, 0) + (C, 0) a holomorphic function with singular locus 2 (f) = E and transversal singularity type A, on I- (0)
then the homotopy type of the Milnorfibre
F off is as follows:
Case A: #D,> 0. F is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of
p,‘(f)=2#DD,-1+p(Z)+#A’
spheres S”.
Case B: #D, = 0. F is homotopy equivalent to a bouquet of one sphere S”-’ and
p,,(f)=p(E)+#A’
spheres S”.
Here p(E) = Milnor’s number of (I, 0), #D, = number of D,-points of the approximationJ;, #A, = number of Al-points of the approximation f,.
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Proof. The homology
information

about

of F is already
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computed

in Theorem

5.7. We need

more

rr,( F). Let n 2 2.

Case A: For n 2 3, F is simply

connected

by Kato and Matsumoto

[ 131.

For n = 2 we can use the remark of L$ and Saito [19] that the fundamental
group
n-,(F) is free abelian of rank one less than the number of analytic components
of
f-‘(O)

type on 2 - (0) is A’. This implies

in case the transversal

r’(F)

= H’(F)

= (0).

So in both cases F is simply connected
and we can follow the proof of Milnor’s
Theorem 6.5 [20] and we find that F is a bouquet of n-spheres S” v . . . v S” as an
application
of Whitehead’s
theorem.
Case B: For n 2 3, F is simply connected
and find
F

L

S”-’

v

S”

v.

.

.

6.1

v S”.

For n = 2, F has the homotopy
properties
n-,(F) = H’(F)

[ 131 and we can apply Proposition

=Z

type of a 2-dimensional

and

H,(F)

CW-complex

with the

=Z’+tf)

Proposition
3.3 of Wall [29] (cf. also [6]) can be specialized to read that for a free
group rr of finite rank r every 2-dimensional
CW-complex
with fundamental
group
rr has the homotopy type of a bouquet of r copies of S’ and finitely many copies
of S2. In our case we find
F

k

s’

v

s2

v

.

. .

”

s”.

F has the homotopy

The case n = 1 we treat as follows:
CW-complex.

In Case A (#Den> 0) H,(F)

type of a I-dimensional

= Z so F k S’ v. . * v S’. In Case B (#D,

.~VS’)U(S’V...
v S’) (disjoint
=O)H,(F)=Z@BsoF~(S’vbe made more precise as follows:
f: C2 + @ with #D, = 0 implies f = g2 where g = 0 is a defining
So f(x, y) = leg(x,

y) = &l and F is the disjoint

union

union).
equation

of two Milnor

This can
for 2.

fibres of g.

7. Remarks and related questions
7.1. Vanishing homology. For a complete description
of a non isolated singularity
one should not only consider the Milnor fibre at the origin. Let XE @“+I and
F, =f-‘( t) n B,(E) the local Milnor fibre, where B,(E) a small E-sphere around x
and t sufficiently near to f(x). From Theorem 5.7 it follows that

ForxEZ-{0}

f?-‘(Fx,

Z) = Z,

l?(F,,Z)=O,

k#n-1;
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ti”(F,,
Forx=O

If x#1
In fact
Deligne

wifh criticnl

locus

Z) = Z’LH(f),

fi”+‘(F,,Z)=o

or&

fik(F,,Z)=O,

kfn-1,n;
for all k.

Gk(FX,Z)=O

ek(FX, Z) is the stalk of the sheaf of vanishing
cycles R’+, defined by
[4]. This sheaf is concentrated
on 1 and is constructable;
the strata are

E - (0) and (0). On every branch of .Z - (0) there is defined a local system with fibre
fin-‘( F,, Z) = P, corresponding
to the transversal
singularity
of type A,. This local
system can have non trivial monodromy.
Examples.
A,:

f=z;+- . .+z’,,

D,:

f=z,zT+.

has trivial monodromy.

* .+z’,

has non-trivial

monodromy.

We show this last assertion: Consider the loop z,,(t) = z0e27ii’ in the singular
The induced monodromy
of the transversal
Milnor fibre

locus.

z,z: + . * .+z;=1
can be geometrically

realized

by

z(t) = (z0e2ni’, z,ePpi’, z2,. . . , z,).
so
41)

=

(zo,

Now the induced

-Zl,

z2,.

. .,

map (R”$),+

A deformation
argument
of the local system is:
the identity

&I).

(R”+)x

is the multiplication

shows that for isolated

if #D,

is even,

-(identity)

with -1 from Z to Z.

line singularities

if #D,

the monodromy

is odd.

In Sections 4 and 5 we have already studied the system of vanishing cycles transversal
to the critical locus X‘, of the generic approximation
fs: C”+’ + C. A natural object
to study in general is the sheaf of vanishing cycles for deformations
F: C”” x S +
C x S, which have the property that the fibrations fc are all equivalent.
7.2. Relative De Rham cohomology. Let 0’ be the sheaf of complexes
differential
forms on C”+‘. For f: (@“+I, 0) + (C, 0) a holomorphic
define the relative De Rham complex sheaf 0; as follows:
a;=

n’ldf

and its cohomology

h 0.-’
groups

Hk(R;)

of holomorphic
germ one can

D. Siersma
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showed

singularities
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locus

were considered

by Brieskorn

[3], who

that:
H”(R;,)

is a free C(f)-module

Hk(n;)=O

of rank p.

fork#O,n.

For the non-isolated

singularities,

which

we consider

in this paper,

we know the

following.
Let f be of type A,.
H’(flj)

= @If],

Hk(On;)=O,

One can compute:
Hnm’( 0;) = C(f),
kfO,n-1.

This shows that for dim I= 1 and transversal
type A, we have:
(a) H”(fl;)
is concentrated
in {0},
(b) H”-‘(0;)
is a constructable
sheaf concentrated
on 2 or 2 -{O}.
Van Straten [28] proved the following result:
Let E be a l-dim. icis, andf:
(@“+I, 0) + @ has transversal type A, on 2 - 0, then
(a) H”(R;)
is a free @{f}-module of dimension
b,(F) = p,,(f),
(b) H”-‘(0;)
is a free C(f)-module
of dimension
b,_,(F)

b,-,(F) =

0

if”D,>O,

1

if#D,==O.

1

7.3. A similar approach as in this paper can lead directly to the homotopy type of
the Milnor fibre. One considers deformations,
which fix .X and such that J has at
the origin a ‘central singularity’
of a sufficient nice type. We report about this in
[26]. Sometimes that method also gives results in the case, where 1 is not a complete
intersection.
Example. 2 the three coordinate
fibre S’ x S’.

axis in Ci. Central

singularity

Tcr,nr,m: xyz; Milnor

Let
f = x*y*+y’z2+

z2x2,

f has singular locus 2 and the transversal
Consider the deformation

type is A,.

fY = x2y* + y2z* + z2x2 + sxyz.
The singular locus off, consist of:
(a) 4 isolated A,-points,
(b) the 3 coordinate
axis with each 2 II,-points
and the central singularity at the
origin.
The homotopy type of the Milnor fibre off is a bouquet of 15 spheres S* (cf. [26]).
The homology of this example can also be computed by methods of this paper.
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locus

We remark also that Pellikaan
considers the same example in [23, I (7.7)]: A
miniversal
deformation
of (2, 0) is defined by the ideal of the (2 x 2)-minors of the
matrix
Y

X

(

2y+s,

x+s,

Z

3z+s,

) .

so
2xz + sxx - s,z = 0,

yz+s,y-s,z=o,
The Milnor
Let

number

xy+s,x-s,y=o.

of (E, 0) is 2, so & L S’ v S’.

&(x, y, z)=(yz+s,y-s,z)~+(2xz+s~z-s,z)~+(Xy-S2X-s,y)2.
This deformation
D,-singularities

f, has, for generic values
on & and 1, non-singular.

also apply to this example.
H,(F;Z)=ZIS

By Theorem,
and

since p(X)+#A,+2#D,-l=
Theorem 6.2 applies also;
bouquet of 15 spheres S2.

H,(F;

of s, six AI-points
The constructions

outside 2, and four
of Sections 4 and 5

5.7
Z) = 0,

k # n,

15.
so the Milnor

fibre is homotopy

equivalent

with a

7.4. Bifurcation variety. Goryonov
[7] considered
a versa1 deformation
of isolated
line singularities
and defined a bifurcation
variety in the base space of that deformation. He showed that for simple isolated line singularities
[25] the complement
of
the bifurcation
variety is a K(IT, 1).
A question is what happens for the more general case we consider in this paper,
where C is a l-dimensional
icis and the transversal
type is Al. A first step in that
direction should be a classification
of simple singularities.
Pellikaan [23, I§41 proved
some determinacy
theorems, which seem to be useful for that classification.
7.5. Other transversal types. The methods

of this paper

can perhaps

be applied

to

other transversal
types. A first study in this direction was made by De Jong [12].
He considered
as singular locus a smooth line and transversal
types A,, A3, D4,
E,, E, or E,. Although
the situation already become more complicated
he found
a similar behaviour
and gets results of the expected flavor.
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